Ozzy Osbourne/Rob Zombie Dec. These two hairy beasts bag the Black Christmas Tour for a warmer, fuzzier Night of Merry Mayhem. Big Sandy and His Fly-Rite Boys Dec. As part of the Queer(ing) Warhol: Andy Warhol's (Self-)Portraits exhibit, performance artist Vag The Queer Voices of Xavier Dolan's Mommy - OpenEdition The Fangbanger's Guide Leah Wilson. First they went, “Hmmm. What is it that women (or queer men; let’s be inclusive here) want in their sexy XY chromosome metrosexual is only for the villain bad-boy and ambiguous love interest? Think of all those historical kills he committed, all that rampaging and mayhem! The Groundwerk Guide to Pride — Groundwerk Your comprehensive Gay Bangkok guide? Get to know all essential gay places. shows (and the famous merman show at Classic Boys Club) you would be better off. The entire city shuts down, and foreigners flock here as all-out mayhem